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Overview 
Symbol that Song (StS) is a two to six player card game in which players have to guess 
the name of a song based off an image or multiple images shown on the song title 
cards. Players can choose to either play in teams or in a free for all context with the aim 
of the game being to guess the most song titles correctly.  
 
The theme of StS is not as linear as some other games may be. It does not contain a 
distinct narrative that is found written within the game itself but it is rather trivial, derived 
from music culture and the imperative power that music has held over the years. The 
main idea that was the inspiration behind my game creation was games must be a ‘free 
and voluntary’ activity; that is, one must want to play the game for it to be a game 
(Caillois, R 1961). That in itself was the main theme behind its creation.  
 

 

Background 

● Genre: In relative terms, Symbol that Song is a card game. It omits the use of a 

board, and relies extensively on the cards themself to display the message of the 

game. In addition to this, StS falls into many other genre categories including a 

party game, trivial game, family game and a guessing game. I also wanted to 

establish a sense of competition as StS is suitable to be played in groups, 

exploring this quote by Salen and Zimmerman (2004) “In an optimal experience, 

the participant is able to exercise control without completely being in control of 

the situation. If there is no chance of failure, the activity is not difficult enough.… 

As game players struggle against the system of artificial conflict, they attempt to 

assert control by taking actions. Yet the outcome of a game it is always 

uncertain”. 

 

 

● Audience: The targeted audience for StS is 12 and above. In recent research, 

design games have been aimed at a more diverse range of players (Eva Brandt, 

Jörn Messeter & Thomas Binder 2008) and I wanted my game to emulate that 

and have the broadest and most realistic range possible. This was achieved by 
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making sure there was song cards from all different epochs and genres to fill this 

large audience. My target audience was also based off existing games which 

were similar to my own, for example, Logo Board Game 2nd Edition and 

Scattergories both have a 12+ target audience.  

 

 

 

● Comparable titles and products:  
- Cards Against Humanity 

- Logo Board Game series  

- The Game of Things  

 

 

● Potential marketing elements:  
- Perfect for groups & parties  

- You have no advantage based on your age; anyone can win  

- Family friendly  

- It brings people together through mainstream music culture of all genres 

and time periods 

 

 

● Production costs: Through researching and comparing multiple websites 

claiming to have an accurate representation of the costs associated with game 

creation, the most reliable and accurate was figures listed from 

howmuchtomakeaboardgame.com which provided the numerical data of 

$12891.86 AUD for 1000 games created. This includes 110 playing cards, 

tokens, game rules leaflet, box and inserts. This figure equates roughly to $12.89 

AUD.  
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● Potential publisher:   
Jedko Games. Australian owned and operated and is claimed to be Australia’s premier 

distributor of games, jigsaws, playing cards and puzzles. The reason for choosing this 

potential publisher is due to the nature of their previous work. Jedko Games has worked 

amongst games such as MONOPOLY DEAL Card Game and QWIRKLE RUMMY 

which both evidently encapsulate similar qualities to Symbol that Song as they are all 

family friendly card games that attempt to be played in a group. Another addition to the 

publishing process would be crowdfunding as crowdfunding campaigns have become 

increasingly professional in their quality, utilizing a wide variety of marketing tactics. 

Tyni, H. (2017) 

 

 
 
Rules 

 

The manifestation of the board game involves non-tangible elements like player 

interaction, verbal cues, and even token/figure play as paratextual as well (Peters, 

2014). These are all imperative aspects that I wanted to encapsulate within the rule 

formulation found below: 
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Official Symbol that Song rules: 

 

○ Pick a “dealer”. The dealer is the player who will be provided with the 

answer and will notify the other players if they have guessed correctly or 

not. The role of the dealer will rotate between players each round.  

○ Choose if the rest of the players will be playing individually or in teams. 
○ Put the silver tokens in a pile that is in the middle of the players, making 

sure they are easily accessible.  
○ Shuffle the deck of song titles and answer cards. 
○ Have the dealer pick out a song title card out of the deck and pull it apart 

from the answer card attached to it. Only the dealer should see the 
answer card.  

○ Have the dealer place the song title card in the middle of the circle so it’s 
in the view of all players. 

○ Start the timer.  
○ The players will shout out answers until the dealer confirms that one of 

them is right. The first person to provide the right answer is the winner of 
the round. If no one guesses the song title by the end of the timer, the 
dealer will then give out one clue of their own choice and reset the timer 
one more time. If no one gets it after the clue and the second timer then 
the song title card/answer card goes into a seperate pile that is not used 
again during the game.  

○ The winner gets a token that they keep until the end of the game.  
○ At the beginning of every second turn, the dealer changes to the person 

on the left of the person who just dealt. 
○ The end of the game is either decided by the player with five tokens 

collected or the person with the most tokens after all of the cards have 
been played.  
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Development Process: 

● Ideation 
The creation process began through seeking inspiration from existing works such as the 

ones mentioned above like Cards Against Humanity and the Logo Board Game series. I 

wanted to use existing games and create something new through their fusion. After 

noting the games I personally loved to play, I stumble onto the base idea for Symbol 

that Song. From there, photoshop was my best friend and I spent the next couple of 

weeks finding royalty free images to use and manipulate in order to create cards. This 

was seemingly the most important part of my game ideation.  

 

● Prototype details  
The card creation prototyping process ended up being so successful that all of 

the initial cards I created ended up being used within the final version of the 

game (images shown below).  
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The colours for the cards themself were used with inspiration from pastel 

collages.  
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 I originally was seeking inspiration from pastel colours such as the ones seen 

above, but it became apparent that this method wasn’t going to work effectively 

as the colours were too similar to each other and weren’t identifiable enough to 

match together. What I opted for instead was a variety of colours mixed in with 

some of the inspiration found from the pantone image.  

 

In terms of other materials used, I decided to utilize a sand timer as well as small 

paper tokens as I did not have the resources to make my own out of wood. The 

materials used for StS are very small in quantity as there is no board game or an 

excessive amount of different material items, but I believe that this simplicity is 

what makes it great for groups.  
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Playtesting  
 

- Playtest no.1: Conducted on the 24.05.19 in class with two players. 

The two players verbally communicated their concerns on how sparse the 

amount of cards had been and how the game would be longer and more 

enjoyable if the game were longer. One of the players also mentioned how 

implementing another way to score rather than on sticky notes would 

improve the tangible value of my game. The overall feedback I received 

was positive as both players agreed that the game looked appealing and 

was also fun.  

 

- Playtest no.2: Conducted on the 27.5.19 with two different players. 
Within this second playtest I created more cards to be used within the game but 

the lack of cards was still a concern with a player stating “The game is played 

really fast because there weren’t many cards” and “I really enjoyed the game but 

we couldn’t keep playing because there weren’t enough cards”. There was also 

feedback in regards to the games difficulty, with one player stating “there should 

be harder and easier cards in the deck, otherwise the game won’t be as fun and 

it will be too easy”.  

 

 

-Playtest no.3: Conducted on 28.5.19 with three players 

All players gave extremely positive feedback in regards to the aesthetic appeal of 

the game, with enjoyability being a high priority. One player mentions that “the 

competitiveness of the game is a really important aspect to maintain” and when I 

asked this player if the competitiveness had been maintained through their game, 

they replied with yes. An extremely detrimental fault in my game that I hadn’t 

thought about was the fact that once you play a card, the players will now know 
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the answer. So it is very difficult for people to play the game multiple times 

without knowing the answers. During this 3rd playtest, I spoke to the players 

about this and they suggested having a mass amount of cards in the deck or 

having a digital version that wouldn’t repeat the same cards.   

 

 

 

 

Iteration 
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At the end of each playtest, I changed various aspects of my game to further suite the 

players. I made a lot more cards than I had within my first playtest, I introduced tokens 

that were used to keep scores and I attempted to increase difficulty within some of my 

cards for variation. And with every one of these changes, the game was played with 

more enjoyability and ease. The game lasted longer and the players didn’t guess the 

answers as quickly so there was an increase to the competitive edge that came with 

playing StS. All in all, the feedback received during playtesting was extremely important 

and constructive.  

 

Final thoughts 
Through both the continuous iteration process and the playtesting sequence that has 

occured, the final version of StS would look much like a card game you would have to 

stop and admire before you actually play it. I would invest in choosing one artistic 

designer to feature their work for the playing cards. These will portray a distinct design, 

such as the works of ADAMJK , an up and coming simplistic artist or Leonard Boyarsky 

who was the first person to conceive the “face” for the video game Fallout. Veering 

away from aesthetic appeal, StS would have approximately 300 playing cards. Due to 

my time constraints and my limited artistic abilities I was not able to accomplish 

anywhere near this number, but in order for my game to be something that is able to be 

played numerous times, a large amount of cards and choices must be available. Other 

materialistic sectors of the final version of StS would include the tokens which will be 

made from a durable pressed wood and would feel nice in each players hand. And if 

possible, StS would be designed into a digitally interactive game with many more 

choices made available.  
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